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Medaporph Selects Massive Networks Denver POP to Support Its Demand for Network
Services and IT Solutions
This initiative signifies Massive Networks as a prominent network and solution provider within the
technology and telecom industry.
LOUISVILLE, Colo. - Oct. 25, 2017 - PRLog -- Massive Networks, an enterprise-class data transport
solution provider, today announced that Medamorph, a medical solutions provider for end-to-end
automation, has chosen Massive Networks as its data center solution partner, deploying within Massive
Networks Louisville data center point of presence. This initiative signifies Massive Networks as a
prominent network and solution provider within the technology and telecom industry. Enterprises
everywhere can refer to Medamorph's network implementation as a case study when determining the
scalability of One Pipe Multi-Connect.
Located at the technology center in Louisville, Colorado, Medamorph is an end-to-end automated solution
provider to the medical industry. As a business that operates on patient and EMR records, the security that
Massive Networks private connect offers provides Medamorph with an unmatched confidence amongst
other data center operators and network providers. "Throughout the process, Massive Networks was
extremely responsive and provided optimal information in each stage of the implementation process," said
John Dougherty, a Senior IT Consultant Medamorph. "This experience has given us the confidence we need
to share patient and EMR records securely, making us HIPAA compliant, between offices. Additionally,
our bandwidth performance has improved exponentially. Massive Networks exceeded my expectations."
Medamorph also chose to deploy in Massive Networks Louisville point of presence (POP) based on the
proximity to the markets that Medamorph serves. Ensuring reliable support for the growth of its client base
and a more advanced architecture that meets the performance requirements created by this increase. The
move has allowed Massive Networks to improve the latency limitations Medamorph was experiencing
previously. "By moving into our Massive Data Center, Medamorph gained backup speeds from 100meg to
10gig and removed their risk exposure to the public Internet," stated Paul Mako, CEO, and CTO of Massive
Networks. "Adding a secondary backup location and switch to our Denver data center location, we
removed their point-to-point set up to a redundant fiber ring route enabling connectivity through a VLAN."
With years of experience in the telecom industry, Massive Networks aims to solve Enterprise businesses
connectivity problems through its Massive One Pipe Multi-Connect Network Solution. By utilizing existing
infrastructure, Massive Networks merges multiple and dynamic streams of data through a single pipe. The
Massive Network One Pipe Multi-Connect Solution can provide Enterprise businesses with an optimal
performance so the organization can run smooth and efficiently.
For more information, please visit us at Massive Networks Case Studies.
About Massive Networks
Massive Networks provides enterprise-class data transport solutions across the entire US domestic carrier
ecosystem and to 181 countries worldwide. Their blended managed network delivers high-speed Internet
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and private line connections to over 1.7 million fiber-lit buildings, data centers, and cloud providers
nationwide.
Headquartered in Boulder County, Colorado with data centers and offices throughout the United States,
Massive Networks NOC engineers have years of experience navigating the Carrier Ecosystem and act as an
extension of your IT team. Massive Networks provides NNI (Network to Network Interface) to dozens of
national carriers and Direct Peering Exchanges with Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform,
Microsoft Azure, Office 365, and more!
To learn more about our solutions and technical expertise visit us at
http://www.massivenetworks.com or follow us on Twitter at @Massive1Networks.
About Medamorph
Medamorph offers customized, end-to-end automated solutions to medical providers as well as solutions
that can be integrated with your existing infrastructure targeted to specific areas of your business.
We help our customers streamline operations with leading edge, quality-improvement systems, and
technology that free personnel to focus more time and energy on patients and less on administrative tasks.
We help customers mitigate the risk of implementing new solutions by working with them to properly
integrate people, process, and technology. We emphasize collaboration and team building while working
with our customers -- keeping their unique needs at the forefront.
For more information on Medamorph and the company's customized medical solutions, please visit
https://www.medamorph.com/.
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